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ABSTRACT
Medical education and assessment processes in India are
expected to undergo a paradigm shift with the introduction of
the National Medical Commission Act, 2019. The
Government of India intends to introduce a national exit test
(NEXT) which is supposed to act as a single examination for
graduation from medical school, granting licence to practice
modern medicine, and allocating postgraduate residencies.
As the nature, scope and stakes of these are different, various
options regarding the content and conduct of the examination
require careful consideration. We explore the options for
implementation of this examination on a national scale. These
options include theoretical (multiple assessment methods)
with clinical examinations, multiple-choice question (MCQ)based examination with separate clinical examination, only an
MCQ-based examination, and multistep examination including
screening followed by mixed assessment methods and clinical
evaluation. We discuss the possible strengths and challenges
of different options of implementing NEXT, and the caveats
of the options.

The premise of having NEXT brings challenges of deciding
the processes and mechanisms of the examination, which are fair
(stands external scrutiny), feasible (which could be administered
among graduates from all over India), functional (is able to help
decide who passes and who gets a particular specialty), focused
(on relevant competencies of a doctor) and flexible (adapts with
changes in medical education with time). Examples for such
common licentiate examinations are available across the globe,
including the United States Medical Licensing Examination
(USMLE) and the National Medical Practitioners Qualifying
Examination in Japan. To conduct such an examination for more
than 70 000 students graduating annually from more than 450
medical colleges in India would be a mammoth task. This would
need careful deliberation and reasonable preparation. Some
considerations for such an examination are given in Box 1. We
offer some possible scenarios on the conduct of the examination
and the pros and cons of each approach (Table I). The following
scenarios are not exhaustive and are meant to further discussion
on the issue. As a caveat, we would like to mention that there
might not be a universally acceptable ‘best’ method2 and there
may be trade-offs on certain parameters.
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INTRODUCTION
The National Medical Commission Act, 20191 aims to develop
a system that improves access to quality and affordable medical
education, and ensure the availability of competent medical
professionals across India. One of the key provisions of the Act
is the conduct of a ‘common final-year undergraduate medical
examination’, the National Exit Test (hitherto referred to as
NEXT) for granting a licence to practice modern medicine in
India and for entry to postgraduate courses in broad specialties.
This is a departure from previous practice, wherein the licence
to practice was granted after passing the university examination
and entry into postgraduate courses was decided through
competitive entrance examinations. The reasons for coalescing
these into a single examination are presumably to bring uniformity
in minimum competencies for practising medicine and to reduce
the protracted pressure on trainees to prepare for competitive
examinations to get into specialties of their choice for
postgraduate training. As these changes venture into uncharted
territories, the Act gives ample scope and time to devise
regulations and implement mechanisms for NEXT.
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Box 1. Considerations for implementation of
National Exit Test (NEXT)
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Which agency/organization/institution(s) would conduct it?
Who would be the experts/observers for the processes?
What subjects and competencies should be assessed?
What should be the format of the theoretical examination
(multiple-choice questions or short-answer questions or longanswer questions)?
What will be the format of clinical examinations, if they are
included? How will quality monitoring of examinations be done?
Who will be the examiners, and how will they be selected and
appraised?
How would the examiners be trained? Will efforts be made to
standardize the marking patterns or ensure objectivity across
different sets of examiners?
Would there be other components of examination or scoring
(like portfolios)?
Where should the examination be conducted?
How frequently should the examination be conducted (annually,
bi-annually, rolling through the year)?
How should the licensing cut-off be determined?
How should the national ranking be devised for allocating a
specialty?
Would the examination be allowed only once (for consideration
of better merit ranking), a specified number of times or an
indefinite number of times?
Will there be a summative university examination in addition to
NEXT?
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TABLE I. Possible scenarios for the National Exit Test (NEXT)
Format of examination

For licensing

For ranking to qualify
for a specialty

Pros

Cons

One written examination
consisting of a mixed bag of
MCQ, very short, short and
long answer type and clinical/
practical mix of OSCE/OSPE
and case discussion (Part A)
One MCQ-based examination
(Part B)

Multiple formats in
written and practical
examination (conducted by central board/
body) (Part A)

Scores based on MCQbased examination
(Part B)

Different ways of
evaluation will give
comprehensive
assessment

Resource-intensive.
Might promote focused
preparation to get a higher
score in MCQ examination for
specialty after the licence is
obtained

One MCQ-based pre- and paraclinical examination
One MCQ-based clinical
examination
One OSCE-based clinical
examination
Open all through the year or
specific slots

Minimum cut-off in
MCQ-based examination and clinical
examination

Scores based on MCQ
examination (clinical
examination passing
required, does not go
into ranking)

Objective ranking might
be feasible through
normalization
Efficient, results might
be quickly available

Only MCQ-based theory
common examination
No clinical examination

Minimum cut-off in
MCQ-based examination

Scores based on MCQ
examination

It reduces the
cumbersome process of
conducting a standardized
and representative
clinical examination.

One MCQ-based pre- and
paraclinical examination
One OSCE-based clinical
examination
Open all through the year or
specific slots

Minimum cut-off in
MCQ-based clinical
examination and in
clinical examination

Scores based on MCQ
examination (clinical
examination passing
required, does not go
into ranking); with
weightage on subject/
institution of choice
interview

Two-step examination: First
MCQ-based screening test and
second mixed (short- and longanswer type)
OSLER and OSCE can be used
for clinical evaluation
MCQ multiple choice question
structured physical examination

Minimum cut-off can
be decided based on the
proportion of mustknow questions in the
question paper(s)

Scores based on the
advanced examination
should be used to
prepare the merit list

OSCE objectively structured clinical examination
SAQ short answer question

One possible way could be along the lines of USMLE that
has two multiple-choice question (MCQ) examinations: one
focusing on pre- and paraclinical subjects, and the other on
clinical knowledge. The USMLE also has a clinical examination
in the format of objectively structured clinical examination
(OSCE). Acceptable performance in clinical examinations
(OSCEs) and knowledge evaluation (MCQs) would allow for a
licence to practice. The determination of cut-off for licensing
may be made through either percentile scores, expert consensus,
or based on results of concurrent administration of these tests
on the average practising clinicians. The normalized scores and
percentiles in these examinations may determine the matching
of a candidate to a specialty.
A variation of such a system would be to focus on only the
final-year clinical subjects for the theory examination, as it
integrates knowledge from pre- and paraclinical subjects.
Although such a framework of assessment would make scoring
easier and transparent, there might be a disproportionate focus

Might promote cramming for
MCQ and demonstrating only
specific clinical skills
May not assess in-depth
knowledge
Preparation for pre- and
paraclinical subjects might
distract from clinical studies
Conducting standardized OSCEs
might be cumbersome

An only-theory examination
would discourage students from
clinical learning and experience.
Important competencies for
becoming a doctor such as
Adding an interview (like communication would be missed.
residencies in the USA)
Subjective process of interview
might help to determine may leave scope for
the ‘best fit’ between
favouritism, which might be
applicant and institution. difficult to control on a large
Gives some leverage to
scale. Might be difficult for
the prospective
students to apply and attend
institution to choose a
interviews at many places.
candidate
Substantial resources will be
required for coordinating the
activities.
MCQs mostly evaluate
the knowledge domain.
Application and critical
analysis can be evaluated
by SAQs and essay-type
questions.

SAQs and essay-type questions
have inter-evaluator variability

OSLER objective structured long examination record

OSPE objectively

on ‘cracking’ such a high-stakes examination. In addition, some
individuals who get a licence might be tempted to appear
multiple times till they get a suitable rank which allows them a
place of choice. Restricting the attempt at this examination to
one might put immense pressure on examinees and might force
them to purposefully fail when they believe that the examination
is not going well.
Another possible variation could be organizing NEXT in two
parts, namely Part A, for licensing examination which would
include subjective questions in theory paper and OSCE and
case discussions in clinical examination. Part B, an MCQ-based
examination could be organized for the entrance examination for
postgraduate courses. Part A can be organized by either a
dedicated central board or health university created for this
purpose. The nature of questions of the two examinations can
be different, due to differences in the scope of evaluation,
nature of stakes and feasibility.
Yet another possible option could be to conduct NEXT in
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two steps. The first step would be a screening test (MCQbased), and the second one would be the advanced level
examination that will have mixed-type questions (MCQs, shortanswer questions and modified essay-type questions). This
pattern of evaluation may have better validity although the
process would be resource-intensive. A similar pattern of
examination is being used successfully in two prestigious
competitive examinations, i.e. Union Public Service Commission
(UPSC) examination and Indian Institutes of Technology Joint
Entrance Examinations (IIT-JEE).
There are certain developments that we should guard against,
or at least take cognizance of as we move forward. One of them
is students’ focus on getting a specialty of choice versus learning
clinical skills during their clinical training. Students’ study based
on what is assessed. If they are assessed on pieces of information
through MCQs, then their training and attention might be skewed
based on what would potentially be asked in MCQs.3,4 Hence,
clinical case-based scenarios assessing the understanding of
clinical practice in the subject would be better than knowledgebased questions. However, to give their best in high-stakes
examinations, students might be forced to unduly focus on the
examinations, skip clinical classes and attend focused coaching
to perform better, relegating the process of gathering essential
skills and clinical knowledge to a later date. Therefore, a clinically
relevant and practice-based examination will be more contextual
for students for their subsequent clinical practice.5 Another issue
would be to generate a ranking order for students for the
specialization of choice, and then placing them in the institutions
listed in their choices.6,7 The test should be able to discriminate
a large number of students based on performance on the questions
and the methods used. The third issue would be the conduct and
coordination of such a task. This should preferably be carried out
by inscrutable and specialized agencies which have practical
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experience of conducting such examinations. Such examining
bodies should not be swayed by concerns of feasibility and
practical constraints, but strive to make trustworthy and
competent doctors.
In conclusion, we present certain options that may be
considered while rolling out NEXT in India. The intent of NEXT
is laudable, but devising a scaled-up functional system would
probably require some forethought in planning, and afterthought
in dealing with exigencies as they emerge. The implementation
would mean that some thought might be needed in the way the
curriculum is designed and re-designed, and the role universities
and medical colleges would play in educational experiences and
certification. We hope that the medical education and assessment
system evolves in India based on the unique needs and
challenges, and NEXT provides a robust benchmark which
other medical education and licensing systems are able to learn
from.
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Obituaries
Many doctors in India practise medicine in difficult areas under trying circumstances
and resist the attraction of better prospects in western countries and in the Middle
East. They die without their contributions to our country being acknowledged.
The National Medical Journal of India wishes to recognize the efforts of
these doctors. We invite short accounts of the life and work of a recently
deceased colleague by a friend, student or relative. The account in about 500 to
1000 words should describe his or her education and training and highlight the
achievements as well as disappointments. A photograph should accompany the
obituary.
—Editor

